Abstract. This paper presents a novel corpus-based methodology for comparing metrics of coherence with respect to their potential usefulness for text structuring. Different definitions of such metrics, all using notions from Centering Theory, are discussed, and the methodology is applied to existing data derived from the MPIRO generation system.
Introduction
NLG systems such as ILEX [13] and MPIRO [4] need to structure short descriptions of objects, typically museum artefacts, depicted in a picture. These systems represent the information to be communicated to the user in the form of database facts, each of which corresponds to a sentence, for instance:
We assume a search-based approach to text structuring in which many candidate solutions are evaluated according to scores assigned by a metric of coherence [11, 7, 5] . Furthermore, our hypothetical text structuring component simply orders the facts by applying a bias in favour of the best scoring ordering among the candidate solutions for the preferred output. Hence, the output of text structuring, as in similar work [2, 10] , is simply an ordering of the selected facts.
For this work, we view text structuring independently from its possible interactions with other generation tasks. We assume that no information is added or deleted once content selection has been performed, and that the preferred ordering is passed to the other generation modules which account for the selection of appropriate referring expressions, pronominalisation, lexicalisation, etc.
Most research on search-based text structuring focuses on employing a metric during the generation process and evaluating its output. Because this metric is usually defined intuitively, it represents only one of the different, perhaps equally plausible, options which in most cases remain unexplored. Our earlier work presents an example of this problem by showing how Centering Theory [17] gives rise to a number of metrics all of which could be used for the type of text structuring assumed in this paper [6] . Hence, a general methodology for identifying which of the many possible metrics represent the most promising candidates for text structuring is required. These candidates can then be tested more extensively using human subjects.
In this paper, we outline a novel methodology for selecting the metrics which are most suitable for text structuring prior to the actual generation process. Our methods are automatic and corpus-based instead of relying on generally more expensive psycholinguistic techniques.
We experiment with a subset of the metrics from [6] , although these metrics might not represent the best way of doing text structuring when compared with other more informed methods. However, because these metrics exemplify the problem of having to choose between various alternatives in a simple way, they serve as a very appropriate application area for our experiments. Crucially, our methodology can be extended to choose between more complicated metrics for less simplified text structuring approaches as well.
In the following section, we discuss briefly how Centering Theory (henceforth CT) is applied in our domain giving rise to many different metrics of coherence. 4 Then, we outline the novel corpus-based methodology for selecting the metrics which are most suitable for text structuring. We conclude with the results of our experiments which make use of existing data from the MPIRO system.
Applying CT in the MPIRO domain
As already mentioned in the previous section, we assume each database fact to correspond to a sentence. Example (1) shows an ordering, defined by a domain expert, using the sentences in our example to represent the corresponding facts. Example (2) shows an alternative ordering: According to CT, an important factor for the felicity of each example is the coherence which arises from certain patterns for introducing and discussing centers, such as the referents of the NPs "this exhibit" and "the Painter of Kleofrades". Similarly to e.g. [7] , we take the arguments of the underlying facts, i.e. domain objects such as ex1 and p-Kleo to represent these centers.
As discussed by Walker et al [17] , we compute a list of forward looking centers (CF list) for each fact, the first element of which is identified as the preferred center CP. The members of the CF list are ranked according to their argument positions within the fact. 5 For two subsequent facts F n−1 and F n , giving rise to CF n−1 and CF n respectively, we define the unique backward looking center of F n , CB n , as the highest ranked element of CF n−1 which also appears in CF n (CT's Constraint 3). For instance, the CB of (b) for both examples is ex1.
The second and third columns of the following table show the structure of the CF list and the CB for each fact in the orderings (1) and (2).
{wag-mus, ger} wag-mus smooth-shift
Following Kibble and Power [7] , we call the requirement that CB n be the same as CB n−1 the principle of coherence and the requirement that CB n be the same as CP n the principle of salience. Each of these principles can be satisfied or violated, while their various combinations give rise to the standard transitions of CT [1] , which are shown in the fourth column of the table, with one difference. When CF n and CF n−1 do not have any centers in common, we compute the nocb transition for F n [7] . Moreover we follow Karamanis [6] in setting the artefact-to-be-described (in our examples this corresponds to the center ex1) as the focal entity of the whole description (PageFocus). Karamanis distinguishes between two types of nocb: pf-nocb where CF n−1 and CF n do not have centers in common, but the CP n is the same as the PageFocus (fact (d) of example (1)) and pf * -nocb where CF n−1 and CF n do not have centers in common and the CP n is not the same as the PageFocus (fact (c) of example (2)). 7 Finally, one can make use of the requirement that CB n be the same as CP n−1 , known as the principle of cheapness [16] . The last column of the table shows the violations of cheapness (denoted with an asterisk). 8 
Defining CT-based metrics of coherence
Following Karamanis [6] , the CT concepts previously presented can be used to define many different metrics of coherence which might be useful for text structuring, including:
M.NOCB -picks the ordering with the fewest nocbs (of both kinds) as the preferred output [5] . Because of its simplicity, M.NOCB serves as our baseline metric. M.CHEAP -picks the ordering with the fewest violations of cheapness. M.KP -sums up the nocbs (of both kinds) and the violations of cheapness, coherence and salience, preferring the ordering with the lowest total cost, as in [7] . M.MIL -picks the ordering with the fewest nocbs (of both kinds) and roughshifts. This is inspired by [12] . M.BFP -employs the preferences between standard transitions as expressed by Rule 2 of CT [1] : continue is preferred to retain, which is preferred to smooth-shift, which is preferred to rough-shift. M.BFP selects the ordering with the highest number of continues. If there is a tie, the one which has the most retains is favoured. If there is still a tie, the number of smooth-shifts is used, etc.
The metrics presented so far do not distinguish between pf-nocbs and pf * -nocbs. Following [6] , for each metric we define a PF-modification of the metric. This first of all computes the orderings that have the fewest pf * -nocbs. Of these, it then chooses the one which scores best for the other notions of CT taken into account by its unmodified version (e.g. fewest violations of cheapness for PF.CHEAP, etc).
In the next section, we present a general corpus-based methodology for choosing the most promising candidates for text structuring between these and other similar metrics.
Exploring the search space of possible orderings
In section 2, we discussed how an ordering of facts defined by a domain expert, such as (1), can be translated into a sequence of CF lists, which is the representation that the CT-based metrics operate on. We use the term Basis for Comparison (BfC) to indicate this sequence of CF lists. We now discuss how the BfC is used in a search-oriented evaluation methodology which calculates a performance measure for each metric and compares them with each other.
Computing the classification rate
The performance measure we employ is called the classification rate of a metric M on a BfC B produced by a domain expert. It estimates the ability of M to produce B as the output of text structuring according to a specific generation scenario. First, we search through the space of possible orderings defined by the permutations of the CF lists that B consists of and divide the explored search space into sets of orderings that score better, equal, or worse than B according to M.
The classification rate is defined according to the following generation scenario: We assume that the better an ordering scores for M, the higher its chance of being selected as the output of text structuring. This is turn means that the fewer the members of the set of better scoring orderings, the better the chances of B to be the chosen output.
Moreover, we assume that additional biases are applied for the selection of the output between the orderings that score the same for M. These will be unpredictable, as they depend on the detail of the search mechanism implemented for generation. On average, B is expected to sit in the middle of the set of equally scoring orderings with respect to these biases. Hence, half of the equally scoring orderings will have a better chance than B to be selected by M.
The classification rate υ of a metric M on B expresses the expected percentage of orderings with a higher probability of being generated than B using M: 
Approximating the classification rate for longer texts
If there are n facts to be ordered then the search space to be explored to calculate the classification rate of a metric M on a BfC B contains n! orderings. This can be enumerated exhaustively for small values of n. However, when B consists of many more CF lists, this is impractical. In this section, we summarise an argument that the result returned from a random sample of 1,000,000 permutations is representative of the result from the entire population of valid permutations. . Since m is normally distributed, 95% of such sample means are expected to appear within 1.96 standard errors from the population mean. The standard error is σ m = σ/ √ 1000000 = σ/1000. Since σ cannot be greater than 0.5, σ m cannot be greater than 0.0005. This means that we expect the true value of µ to be at most 0.0005*1.96=0.00098 away from m in 95% of our random samples. Due to the very small value of σ m we are justified to believe that random sampling is unlikely to return significantly different results from exhaustive enumeration for arbitrarily large search spaces. Indeed a simple empirical study has confirmed this claim.
For n > 12, the chance of a random sample of 1,000,000 permutations containing many duplicates is very small. Hence the sampling can also be done without replacement, and this can be done very efficiently.
Generalising across many BfCs
In order for the experimental results to be reliable and generalisable, two metrics M x and M y should be compared on more than one BfC from a corpus C. In our standard analysis, the BfCs B 1 , ..., B m from C are treated as the random factor in a repeated measures design since each BfC contributes a score for each metric.
Then, the classification rates for M x and M y on the BfCs are compared with each other and significance is tested using the Sign Test. 10 After calculating the number of BfCs that return a lower classification rate for M x than for M y and vice versa, the Sign Test reports whether the difference in the number of BfCs is significant, that is, whether there are significantly more BfCs with a lower classification rate for M x than the BfCs with a lower classification rate for M y (or vice versa).
Experiments in the MPIRO domain
Our corpus is a subset of the orderings employed in [2] . It contains 122 ordered sets of facts, each set consisting of 6 facts which were derived from the database of MPIRO and treated as a hypothetical input to text structuring. The facts in each set were manually assigned an order to reflect what one domain expert (not from one of the authors' research groups) considered to be the most natural ordering of the corresponding sentences.
Permutation and search strategy
The fact with the "subclass" predicate, which corresponds to sentence (a) in example (1), is always the first fact in the ordering defined by the expert [2] . We assume that a generator for this domain will always use this domain-specific communication knowledge [8] and so we only consider permutations that start with the "subclass" fact. The search space to be explored for each BfC from MPIRO is very small -(6 − 1)! = 120 -and so it is enumerated exhaustively in the computation of classification rates.
Results
The average classification rates of the metrics vary from 12.66% (for PF.KP) to 81.04% (for M.CHEAP). The data for pairwise Sign Tests are shown in Tables 1  to 4 . The fact that classification rates are so high indicates clearly that none of these metrics is suitable on its own as a basis for text structuring in this domain. Comparing the metrics pairwise, we have the following results:
1. The baseline M.NOCB does better than M.CHEAP and M.KP, but is overtaken by M.MIL. There is no clear winner when M.NOCB and M.BFP are compared (Table 1) . (Table 3) . So the additional CT concepts seem to make a difference when PageFocus is used. 4. The differences between PF.BFP, PF.KP and PF.MIL are not statistically significant (Table 4) .
PF.BFP, PF.KP and PF.MIL are identified at this point as the most promising candidates for text structuring in MPIRO from the ten investigated metrics.
Related work
As Reiter and Sripada [15] suggest, results like the ones presented here should be treated as hypotheses which need to be supplemented with additional evidence. For this reason, we applied the novel methodology on a smaller set of data derived by the GNOME corpus [14] , verifying the superiority of M.NOCB over M.CHEAP and M.KP. Note, however, that the analysis from GNOME shows that the PF-modification often increases, instead of reduces, the classification rate of the metrics in the new domain. Lapata [10] recently presented a methodology for automatically evaluating orderings generated by different features of a probabilistic text structuring model on the basis of their distance from the observed orderings in a corpus. She takes into account more than one optimal solution by compiling a corpus of parallel orderings defined by many judges. The distance between the orderings of the judges serves as the upper bound in her evaluation which promotes those features of her model which minimise the distance between the generated outputs and the upper bound. In contrast, our method shows preference for the metric which favours fewest orderings other than the unique optimal solution in our corpus. Because our corpus does not consist of multiple orderings, which might be difficult to compile on a large scale, our approach remains agnostic about the actual felicity of any solution other than the observed one. The other main difference is that whereas Lapata measures how close the predictions of a metric are to gold standard texts, in contrast we measure the extent to which a metric makes it likely to generate a gold standard itself.
Finally, it should be emphasised that the methodology in section 4 is not specific to the CT-based metrics or the text structuring approach exemplified in this paper. Rather, it can be adjusted for choosing between any number and type of metrics each of which assigns a score to a text structure in a corpus. This text structure does not have to be a simple ordering as assumed in this paper, since exploring the search space is feasible for other types of structure like the one used e.g. by [7] as well.
